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Herstmonceux Friends
attended an event  in Hailsham
as part of their outreach work
for Quaker Week.

Below is a picture forwarded to
the editor by Sue Walton of Jean
Farebrother and Denise Hamilton-
Robson  at their very colourful
Quaker stall.

Herstmonceux  Outreach Seaford Play

Editorial
A very short plea for all meetings
to keep me up to date with what
you are doing and any events that
you are having. It would also be
helpful for me to receive all LM
newsletters, weekly or monthly.
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Changing Face of Faith in Britain’ Conference 16 – 18 March 2018

QUIET WAYS

The Quaker welcome at
Woodbrooke was, as ever,
warm and comforting which
was needed as we had an
unexpected heavy snow fall.

The conference set out to
provide a context in which to
understand faith in Britain today.
The standard of input was
excellent and I thank SEAM for
enabling me to attend.

The first session of
introduction to each other and
conference was thought
provoking.  Quaker Committee
for Christian and Interfaith
Relations (QCCIR) have been
asked by Britain Yearly
Meeting(BYM) to look both
inwards and outwards to see
what is happening to faith in our
own and other groups.  BYM is
a member of Churches Together
and the interfaith networks.
However the question of how
Friends fit into the changing faith
landscape was ripe for further
research and QCCIR
commissioned a piece of
research entitled “The Changing
Face of Faith in Britain – How
should Quakers respond’ from
the Centre for Research in
Quaker Studies (CRQS) at
Woodbrooke Quaker Study
Centre.  The research report is
available on the Britain Yearly
Meeting website. Friends can
access this by going to
www.quaker.org.uk/qccir and
then scroll down to ‘new
publication’ and you will find
links to download the three parts
of the report that have been
published. We went to bed on
Friday 16 March with much to
read and think about.

Grace Davie, Professor
Emeritus of the Sociology of

Religion at the University of
Exeter, addressed the
conference the following
morning. Grace is the author of
a well thought of book “Religion
in Britain: Believing without
Belonging” (1994), now in its
second edition and re-titled
“Religion in Britain: a persistent
paradox." (2014) which is, she
said, “in effect a second book”.
The three reasons for the
changes she has made to the
book were at the core of her
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input to the conference.  The
nature of religion and its place in
British society has changed
markedly as we have moved into
the 21st century;  there has been
a change in the ways that religion
is studied as more data has
become publicly available, and
naturally her own development as
a scholar  has had an impact.

The study of religion is not just
an academic pursuit, she
reminded us.  Funding for
research often follows worry on

Ben Pink Dandelion introducing the conference.
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the part of governments and the
availability of European funding in
the recent past is an indicator of
the fact that EU governments are
deeply concerned as to how to
manage religion.

The cultural heritage of Britain
is basically Christian. Grace noted
that to deny that was to fly in the
face of fact and she evidenced the
times and spaces formed by
religious festivals such as Easter
and Christmas. Not just this, but
even deeper perhaps, the focus
of society on state churches is
important. The parish has formed
the basic building block of social
care system in the past and may
be becoming so again (collecting
for food banks – providing
sanctuary for refugees), but today
we need to ask if that dims the
churches’ prophetic vision.

Religion has become vicarious
in the recent past. Grace defines
that as:
“The notion of religion performed
by an active minority but on behalf
of a much larger. number, who
(implicitly at least) not only
understand, but, quite clearly,
approve of what the minority is
doing” https://bit.ly/2vUsDYu

Recent scandals in churches,
child abuse etc. mean however
that the notion of trusting the
religious minority is slipping fast
in northern Europe.  The churches
too have their financial problems.
The Church of England, unlike the
State Churches in the Nordic
Countries and Germany, has no
state tax to prop up its massively
expensive infrastructure.

In recent times the model of
religion has shifted from obligation
to consumption.  Consumption
implies a market and in a market
there are winners and losers.
Grace suggested that in the
1960s liberal Protestants were the
winners, but currently the

Charismatic Evangelicals with an
experiential element appeared to
be winning.

However Cathedrals are also
doing extremely well in many
ways. Congregations at
cathedrals were holding up and
they were attracting many, many
tourists.  Scratch a tourist and do
you find a pilgrim? The music is
sublime and the liturgy
predictable.  Cathedrals are also
anonymous, it is possible to get in
and out without having to sign up
for anything.

Grace suggested that if any
group were doing something
worthwhile, people would join.

One example may be the
Sunday Assembly now active in
seventy cities in eight countries
www.sundayassembly.com  In
their own words:

“The Sunday Assembly was
started by Sanderson Jones and
Pippa Evans, two comedians who
were on the way to a gig in Bath
when they discovered they both
wanted to do something that was
like church but totally secular and
inclusive of all—no matter what
they believed. The first ever

Sunday Assembly meeting took
place on January 6th 2013 at The
Nave in Islington. Almost 200
people turned up at the first
meeting, 300 at the second and
soon people all over the world
asked to start one. Now there are
over 70 Sunday Assembly
Chapters in 8 different countries
where people sing songs, hear
inspiring talks, and create
community together. Why do we
exist? Life is short, it is brilliant, it
is sometimes tough, we build
communities that help everyone
live life as fully as possible.”
www.sundayassembly.com/story
accessed 26/04/2018

The Mindfulness Movement
www.mindful.org/about-mindful  is
another development which, while
it is difficult to predict whether it
will last, might be interesting to
Friends as it explores silence, but
differently from the Quaker way.

Grace also suggested that if
we looked at religion from a
Northern European perspective
and attempted to apply that to the
rest of the world, we made a big
mistake.  A simple example is to
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equate an Imam to a Vicar; the
roles are very different.

Migration may not be the
problem that governments
suggest. There is diversity, but
that is why there is more talk
about religion.  However Grace
suggested that if we are to talk
about religion, we need the
vocabulary and understanding to
do so, otherwise we risk having
an ill-informed and ill-mannered
debate.  Religious education is of
prime importance. Freedom of
religion is a basic human right and
we must be able to have an
informed debate.

There are expected and
unexpected consequences to the
shifting attitudes to religion.

It is perhaps surprising that the
levels of religious activity are
relatively stable in England, but in
rapid decline in Scotland and
Wales. London by contrast has
gone from a beacon of secularity
to marked religious growth with a
huge diversity of religion.  There
are many immigrant Christian
congregations with their own
churches, whom the established
churches did not take in. Perhaps
less surprising is that the rural
churches in England with their
reliance on a pre and just post-war
generation and huge
infrastructure costs are suffering
badly.

We see therefore a mixture of
continuity, change and a wide
spectrum of religious activity. The
middle ground remains important
but there are fuzzy boundaries
emerging alongside reservations
about polarisation.  We will see
the overall decline of religious
activity alongside notable success
stories such as cathedrals and
evangelical churches.  A degree
of re-balancing is inevitable as the
growing diversity driven by old
and new immigration is taken into
the equation.

Grace Davie concluded that:
“The centre of British society is

gradually shifting away from
Christianity, but remains deeply
coloured by it.  New forms of
accommodation are beginning to
evolve, which are more likely to
be secular than religious. Within
these new formulations, engaged
Christians are likely to become
one minority amongst others, but
will have the weight of history on
their side.
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Woodbrook in the snow

Uckfield LM’s Sunday Afternoon Social 4/11/2018

In short the cultural deposits
can still be felt but in new ways:
in what might be termed a
hierarchy of minorities, one of
which finds expression in an
established church.”

We are living in interesting
times as religion, as it has been
practised for centuries changes,
and we are challenged to adapt.
I commend the QCCIR report to
Friends. I have also found Grace
Davie’s first book very helpful.
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L to R Anticlockwise, Dorothy (hands only, my fault!), Judith, Linda , Deirdre,
Theresa, Nikki, Kate, Geoff, Philip, Graham, Diana.




